ABSTRACT. In this paper properties of compacta K in fJ X \ X are studied for Lindelof spaces X. If dim K = 00, then there is a mapping f: K --> T C such that f is onto and every mapping homotopic to f is onto. This implies that there is an essential family for K consisting of c disjoint pairs of closed sets. It also implies that if K = U{ Ka I IX < c} with each Ka closed, then there is a fJ such that dim Kp = 00.
Introduction. This paper is a continuation of the work in [10] [11] [12] studying the topological properties of the Stone-Cech compactification. Here we consider closed subsets of PX\ X and we are concerned with the dimension properties of these sets. In [11] it was shown that if K is a compact subset of PX\ X with dim K :? n, then there is a map f: K -4 Tn, where Tn is the n-dimensional torus, such that if g is any map homotopic to f, then g is onto Tn. This implies that the shape dimension of K must be S-dim K :? n. Winslow used the results in [11] to show that for n :? 3, there are 2 C nonhomeomorphic compacta in PR n \ R n [17] . In this paper the techniques in [11] are refined and new techniques are developed to give further insight into the dimension of compacta in /3X\ X, particularly infinite-dimensional ones. The following theorems are representative of the results of the paper. THEOREM 1.1. Let X be Lindelof and K c PX\ X be a compactum with dim K = 00.
Then there is a map f: K -4 T C such that f is homotopically onto re. Here T C is the c-fold product of circles, where c is the cardinality of the reals. THEOREM 2.1. Let X be Linde/of and K c /3X\ X be a compactum with dim K = 00.
Then there is a collection of c disjoint pairs of closed sets {( C", D ,,) I lX < c} such that if R" is a closed subset of K separating C" from D" for each lX, then n{ R" I lX < c} * 0. THEOREM 3.5. Let X be Linde/of and suppose that K is an n-dimensional compact set contained in P X \ X with n finite. Then there is an n-dimensional set K I Then there is a /3 such that dim Kp = n.
The proofs of the last two theorems are quite different even though the statements are similar. Some other results and examples are also given in the paper.
Preliminaries. Let X be a topological space. Then X is said to be completely regular provided that for every x E X and closed set F not containing x there is a continuous function f: X -+ [0,1] with f(x) = 0 and fey) = 1 for all y E F. All spaces are assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff in addition to any other assumptions expressly stated. Either Gillman and Jerison [4] or Walker [16] contain all that we assume about the Stone-Cech compactification /3X of a completely regular space X. A zero set in X is a set Z c X such that there is a continuous function f: X -+ [0,1] with Z = f-l(O). Zero sets play an important role in the theory of completely regular spaces and the Stone-Cech compactification.
This paper assumes almost no knowledge of shape theory. It is a continuation of [10] [11] [12] which use shape theory in the study of the Stone-Cech compactification. It continues the spirit of those papers in that it studies the Stone-Cech compactification by studying homotopy classes of maps into polyhedra and other nice spaces. The book by Mardesi6 and Segal [13] gives a good summary of shape theory for those interested.
In the realm of separable metric spaces Hurewicz and Wallman [6] is the preferred text for dimension theory. However, we are concerned with spaces that are far from metric. For such spaces Pears [15] is the best text for our purposes although Engelking [3] , Isbell [7] , and Nagata [14] are also useful. The Lebesgue covering dimension is denoted by dim X.
We use lower case Greek letters to denote the ordinals, a, /3, y, etc. The cardinals are denoted by w O ' WI' w 2 , • ••• A cardinal is thought of as an initial ordinal, the first ordinal with the given cardinality. We also let c = 2 w o denote the cardinality of the reals. By Tn we mean the n-dimensional torus and by TC we mean the product n{Slja<c}. [11] it was shown that if X is Linde10f and K is a compact subset of /3X\ X with dim K > n, then there is a map f: K -+ Tn which is onto such that every map homotopic to f is also onto. We say that f is homotopically onto. If dim K = 00, this result can be adapted to show that there is a map f: K -+ TWo which is homotopically onto. In this section we prove a much stronger result. We show that there is a map f: K -+ T C which is homotopically onto. We also improve the theorem for finite-dimensional K (Theorem 1.3).
Maps onto T e • In
As noted earlier we think of c = 2 w o as an initial ordinal. Let A = {a 1 ,···, an} be a finite set of ordinals all less than c and let fA : K -+ rn be f followed by the projection 7T A : re -+ Tn onto the subproduct Tl{ S; I a E A} of re. We now state and prove some lemmas needed to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. Lemma 1.4 is a special case of the well-known result that if B is an uncountable subset of the reals, then B has an algebraically independent subset A of the same cardinali ty.
1.4. LEMMA. Let B be any subset of the reals of cardinality c. Then there is a set A c B of cardinality c such that if n is any natural number and C is any n X n matrix whose entries are n 2 distinct elements of A, then det C =1= O.
PROOF. We use the maximal principle. Let fYJ be the set of all subsets A of B such that if n is any natural number and C is any n X n matrix with n 2 distinct entries out of A, then det C =t-O. Clearly CLAIM. The set {x} U Ao has the property that det C =1= 0 for any natural number n and any n X n matrix C with n 2 distinct elements from {x} U Ao.
PROOF OF CLAIM. Let C be any such matrix. Let us denote the entries of C bya ij . Then ' , where C' is the (n -1) X (n -1) matrix obtained from C by deleting the ioth row and the loth column. Thus a =1= 0 since C' is an (n -1) X (n -1) matrix all of whose entries are from the set Ao. Thus det C =1= 0 in this case as well. Thus, whether x is an entry in the matrix or not, det C =1= O. This proves the Claim.
The Claim is a contradiction of the maximality of Ao since {x} U Ao properly contains Ao. 0 For the next few lemmas let B n = {x E R n Illxll ~ 1}. 
Note that h is continuous and that hlA == flA since Ilf(x)11 = 1 for all x EA. PROOF. Consider f3f -f3g (using the abelian topological group structure of Tn). PROOF. Suppose that e: R n ~ Tn is the covering map and suppose that cp = f -g and that ip is a lifting of cp so that f -g = e 0 ip with ip bounded. Then consider f3ip: f3X ~ Rn. This map exists because ip is bounded. But eo f3ip is an extension of cp = f -g: X ~ Tn and thus eo f3ip = f3(f -g). Since R n is contractible, eo f3ip is null-homotopic. Thus f3f -f3g is null-homotopic and f3f and f3g are homotopic by Lemma 1.7. Now suppose that f3f and f3g are homotopic. Then f3f -f3g is null-homotopic. Thus f3(f -g) is null-homotopic and has a lifting to Rn. Let 1/; = f3(f -g) and denote the lifting by ~. Then ~ I X = ip is a lifting of cp = f -g to Rn. Clearly ip is bounded since its image is contained in ~(f3X) which is compact. This proves Lemma 1.8. 0 The function g will be continuous provided that each ga is continuous since RC is a product space. Now ga: 11 ~ Ra is just a function between two metric spaces. Each ga is linear and thus we need only check continuity at
PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is any metric space which is an absolute extensor with respect to metric spaces. Then A is also an absolute extensor with respect to the category of paracompact spaces.
Thus ga is continuous for all a, g is continuous and Claim 1 is proved.
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 1.1 we let II.! = {(rJ E 11 I for some N, rj = 0 for all i > N}. It is well known that II.! is an absolute retract for metric spaces (see [5] ). We will need this fact later. Now let K be an infinite-dimensional compactum in fJX\ X with X Lindelof. This implies that cp = b I Nnk also has a lifting homotopic to '1T 0 g 0 Pnk' Call this lifting cp. Now Nnk is connected and on connected spaces liftings are unique up to covering transformation. Thus the distance between '1T 0 g 0 Pnk and cp can be taken to be less than M. We need another claim before we can complete the proof of Claim 3. We now resume the proof of Claim 3. Let q: Rn ~ R n be the inverse of '1T 0 g I Rn. Then let d = Ilqll be the operator norm of q. Then the distance between Pnk and q 0 cp is less than d· M since q is uniformly continuous. Now let k > t . d· M.
Then the map ljk . Pnk is onto 11k· k· B n = Bn and is essential. Also the map 11k· q 0 cp is within t of 11k· Pnk' Thus 11k· q 0 cp is onto J.Bn by Lemma 1.6.
Thus q 0 cp is onto kBn 12. Since k is arbitrary, q 0 ~ is onto R n where l/; = biN and ~ is the lifting of biN having the property that ~ I Nnk = cp. Thus ~ is onto R n since q is an isomorphism. This implies that biN is onto P. We will need a few propositions before we can prove the theorem. The first is a standard application of the Borsuk Extension Theorem and we omit the proof. n{ Zi I i = 1,2, ... ,n} = 0. We prove this by induction on n. Suppose that n = 1; then B1 = 0 is a zero set. Proceed by induction and assume that whenever { Bi I i = 1, 2, ... , n} are n closed sets in a normal space with n{ Bi I i = 1,2, ... , n} = 0, then there are n zero sets Zi :::) Bi for i = 1,2, ... , n such that n{ Zi I i = 1,2, ... , n} = 0. We will show that this is true for n + 1 sets. Suppose that ItS(l), . .. ,S(n» = r is an n-cell in Tn and Tn is the union of 2 n such n-cells. Now consider I I A : A ~ r. This map must be essential. Otherwise we could easily construct a map homotopic to I which is not onto Tn. Now for each (8(1), ... ,8 To prove this we need the following standard result from dimension theory. It can be found in [15, 
This is Theorem 1.6 of [11] . We note here that the shape dimension of a space, S-dim X, is always less than or equal to the Lebesgue dimension, S-dim X ~ dim X. Thus Theorem 3.4 implies that dim(,8X\ X) ~ n. PROOF. Suppose that K is as above and let K' be the compact subset of K having the property that if L is closed in K' with nonempty interior, then dim L = n. The set K' exists by Theorem 3.1. Let L be a nonempty zero set in K'. Since L is nonempty, dim L = n. This is the required n-dimensional compact set. 
Then by Theorem 3.4, dimK';;;. n for all n. Thus dimK' = 00. We will now show that K' has the required properties. Let L c K' be any zero set. Let
with j(L;) c (Iii, 1] for all i. Now let Xn E L;(n) be such that j(x n ) -+ 0 with all
. n, so dimj-1 Un) ;;;. n for all n. Let Bn = j-1 Un).
Let B = Clpx(U{Bili = 1, ... })\U{Bili = I, ... }. Then dimB;;;. n for all nand thus dim B = 00. However, jiB == O. Thus BeL and dim L = 00. This proves that every nonempty zero set L in K' has dim L = 00. Now suppose that G is any Gs-set in K' which is nonempty. Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, there is a nonempty zero set L contained in G. Then L is the compact set with dim L = 00. o 3.7. EXAMPLE. Let Kn = f3Rn \ Rn. The proof of Theorem 3.5 implies that every nonempty zero set L in Kn has dim L = n. Let Rk be a k-dimensional linear subspace of R n with k < n. Then ClpxRk is homeomorphic to f3Rk. Thus f3R k \ Rk = K k embeds as a closed subset of K n" Although every nonempty zero set in K n has dimension n, there are k-dimensional closed subsets for every k < n.
4. Sum Theorems. Let X be any normal space. The classical Sum Theorem for dimension theory is that if X = U{ Ai I i = I,2, ... } with each Ai closed and dim Ai .,;;; n for each i, then dim X .,;;; n. In this section we show that there is a stronger theorem for compact sets in f3X\ X. There is a better theorem for n infinite (Theorem 4.1) than for n finite (Theorem 4.2) and the proofs in these two cases are quite different.
THEOREM. Suppose that X is LindelOl and that K is a compactum in f3X\ x.
Suppose that dim K = 00 and that K = U{ Ka I a < c} with each Ka closed in K. Then there is a f3 such that dim K p = 00.
PROOF. Suppose not. Then let K = U{ K a I a < c} such that for all a, dim K a < 00. Let {( C a , D a) I a < c} be the set of c disjoint pairs of closed sets in K given by Theorem 2.1. Let .s;I be the set of all finite subsets of { a < c} and let {Sa I a < c} be a collection of disjoint finite sets in {a < c} with card Sa > dim Ka for all a and with U{ Sa I a < c} = {a < c}. Then let I: {a < c} -+.s;I be defined by I( a) = Sa· We have now shown that there exists a family of closed subsets of K, {Ba I a < c}, such that (1) Ba separates C a and Da in K for all a < c and (2) (n{ B" 1'\ E f(a)}) (\ Ka = 0 for all a < c. Now note that n{ Ba I a < c} oF 0 by Theorem 2.1. However, Kf3 (\ (n{ Ba I a < c}) = 0 for each f3 < c by (2) . This implies that K is not the union of the Ka's, a contradiction. This implies that there must be a f3 such that dim Kf3 = 00. 0
Now to prove the finite-dimensional version of Theorem 4.1, we will use the results of §3.
THEOREM. Suppose that X is Linde/of and that K is a compact subset of f3X\ x.
Suppose that dim K = n and suppose that K = U{ Ka I a < wd with Ka closed for all a < w l . Then there is a f3 with dim Kf3 = n.
PROOF. Let K' c K be an n-dimensional closed subset of K with the property that every nonempty zero set L in K' has dim L = n. Without loss of generality we may assume K' = K. Assume that K = U{ Ka I a < wd with each Ka closed and with dim Ka < n. Let x E KIKa. This point exists since dim Ka < n. Let f: K --.
[0,1] be such that f(x) = 0 and f(Ka) = 1. Then let La = f-l(O). Then dim La = n since La is a non empty zero set in K. Now suppose that we have {La I a < f3} defined for some f3 < W l such that (1) La is a nonempty zero set for each a;
(2) Ly c La for a < y < f3; and (3) La (\ Ka = 0 for each a < f3. Then let L = n{ La I a < f3}. Then L is a zero set since {a < f3} is countable. Also L oF 0, since {La I a < f3} has the finite intersection property and K is compact. Thus dim L = n.
Thus L \ Kf3 oF 0 since dim Kf3 < n. Let x E L \ Kf3 and let f: K --. [0,1] be such that f(x) = 0 and f I Kf3 == 1. Then let Lf3 = f-l(O) (\ L. Then {La I a < f3 + I} satisfies (1), (2) , and (3). We can continue this process for all a < W l to get {La I a < w l } having properties (1), (2) , and (3). But {La I a < w l } has the finite intersection property. Thus n{ La I a < W l } oF 0. However, x E n{ La I a < w l } implies that x is not an element of Ka for each a since La (\ Ka = 0 for each a. Thus K cannot be the union of the Ka's. This contradiction implies that dim Kf3 = n for some f3 < w l . 0
